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Keen for a getaway
that won't break
the bank?
The AUTSA Lodge at Tongariro National Park is
available at rock bottom prices for AUT students. Rent
the entire place from just $155 (off peak) - it sleeps up to
12 people, so you could pay as little as $13 each a night!

Book your getaway now!

www.autsa.org.nz/the-lodge
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From the Editor
With mid-sem break just around the corner, Debate is
here for you with an early treat! No, it’s not the new Sky
Ferreira album. There’s a new theme in town that’s big
enough for the both of us, and it goes by binaries.
Binaries, opposites, dichotomies, whatever you like to call
them, are a regular staple of our everyday life. You’ll find
them in our stories through heroes and villains; in our
supermarkets when it’s time to decide fresh or frozen;
and just about everywhere else. The sun and moon, right
and wrong, head and heart. As a means of organising the
world around us they’re clearly useful and gotten us pretty
far too. (We’ve still got some way to go of course, shoutout
dialectical materialism, shoutout Engels and Marx.)
This issue is dedicated to examining binaries - some of
them outdated, some of them useful. In search of a fresh
theme, I started with a pitch of my own.
Let’s rewind to Year 12, the last time I studied the natural sciences with a bit of NCEA Level 2 Chemistry. Every assessment and new
topic reaffirmed the same thing: you need to get out of here! And I did, but leaving that exam room on a particularly liberating
November afternoon was not the end of my relationship with the subjects we classify as science. Despite taking every arts paper I
could get my hands on for the next five or so years, I have only fallen deeper in love with science.
It’s a shame then, that the ‘arts’ and ‘science’ often share such an antagonistic relationship in the public sphere. One is supposedly
the realm of objectivity which extracts the capital T Truth. The other is the world of subjectivity - an ambiguous territory home to
feelings, social justice, and you get the idea. It’s a fascinating development for the western world given that hundreds of years ago
when the scientific method was being hashed out, philosophy gave science its credibility, leading to its privileged status today.
The history of science is a fascinating one that draws out just one of many binaries worth looking into. A big one that Petra tackles in
this issue’s feature is of course, the gender binary - a problem for us all! Binaries can also be as simple as the decision to share, or
not to share, a suspicious social media trend, as Stella illustrates. Putting together these pieces and illustrations is our new Graphic
Designer, Charlie, who is taking over from Ramina. Huge shoutout to Ramina for being such an instrumental part of Debate. Stay
tuned to see how the magazine grows next in the visual department.
We hope you get a chance to take it easy over these next couple weeks. We’ll see you after the break in our next issue where you’ll get
to know your new Vice-Chancellor Professor Damon Salesa a little better, while getting into that NZ Music Month spirit.

AUT 's Islamic Chaplain shares a
glimpse into being Muslim in the West
By David Williams (he/him)

AUT’s Islamic Chaplain Sheikh Rafat Najm spoke about being a Muslim in the western world for an online lecture organised by AUTSA.
Student Representative Council Diversity Affairs Officer Tasfia Mahmood organised the event in collaboration with the AUT Muslim
Students Association (MSA) and AUT's chaplaincy.
Mahmood feels that identity, understanding, and inclusion are so important in this day and age. “I wanted to arrange this event because
it is important to understand ourselves and our place in this community - and by extension the world. But also, [because it is] equally as
important to be understood by the wider community too.”
Najm is an Egyptian Muslim scholar and has lived in New Zealand since 1997. He co-lectured a paper titled “Spirituality, Health and Wellbeing”, and has been a member of the AUT University Ethics Committee for six years, during which he has reviewed over 100 master's and
PhD thesis applications in various fields.
Najm spoke about the linguistic and religious definition of Islam, the meaning of Muslim identity, the Five Pillars of Islam in the day-to-day
life of a Muslim, and the historic presence of Islam in the west.
He also talked about the internal and external challenges Muslims face in western countries today, including Islamophobia and the
portrayal of Muslims in western media.
However, he believes that the cultural distance between the west and Islam is closer than westerners think.
“Muslim societies are more human than portrayed in western media.”
Whilst citing Muhammad Ali as an example, Najm said that Islamic identity and national identity are not mutually exclusive. “I am asked
‘What comes first, Islam or New Zealand?' What a stupid question.”
Hima Faleel Gaffoor from AUT MSA agrees with Najm’s sentiments about Islam.
“Islam is a peaceful religion with beautiful teachings and a great way of life.”
AUT MSA is an organisation representing Muslim students at AUT. Gaffoor estimates there are over 1,000 Muslim students at AUT.
Mahmood is very happy with how the event went.
“Despite little technological hiccups, I think the event went really well alhamdulillah - as can be seen in the flood of incoming messages
and questions. Engagement is always key!”
Najm is also one member of AUT’s chaplaincy service, providing spiritual support to students and staff whilst promoting taha wairua
(spiritual wellbeing).
Chaplaincy Coordinator Dr Janine Irvine says chaplains come from different faith backgrounds and welcome working with anyone who
would like to speak to them.
“They will work with each person to help them find a faith teacher or community who can best explore ideas and values that encompass
their spirituality.”
Chaplaincy also provides multi-faith rooms on campus for students to use for prayer, meditation, or meetings.
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Construction to begin on $105m North
Campus building after Covid delays
By Justin Hu (he/him)

The A1 building project has been delayed by
18 months partially due to uncertainty around
revenue from international students.
Major construction will begin on a new
$105m building project at AUT’s North
Campus after it had been put on hold due
to funding uncertainty.
AUT planners say the new four-storey ‘A1’
building will finally provide students on
the North Campus with study spaces and
classrooms that are comparable to the
City and South Campuses. They say the
building is expected to open to students in
semester one 2024.
The university’s design and projects
director Greg Posa told Debate that A1

would complete a trifecta of new building
projects across AUT’s three campuses.
He said the project has been delayed
for 18 months as a result of uncertainty
around international student revenue and
construction supply chain issues.
“If you know the North Campus; it's tired, old,
and parts are in disrepair. The A1 building will
bring a new life to that campus,” he said.
In a prior life, the North Campus had
been a teacher training college before
being retrofitted to function as part of

a polytechnic in 1985, and would later
become a university when AUT gained
university status in 2000.
Posa said the new building would create a
“heart” on the campus in the same way the
WG and MH buildings have at AUT’s City
and South Campuses. He said students
and staff would be quick to notice the
changes with large open-plan social spaces.
“A heart means a sort of flash building that
would link into other buildings and create
areas that would be a magnet to bring
students on campus.”
When completed, the 6,000 square metre
building will connect to the existing fourstorey AF building at each level, as well as
the existing library. It will accommodate
around 2,000 students and over 200 staff.

The new building would provide more
teaching and postgraduate space for
the health and environmental sciences
faculty that’s currently based on the North
Campus. Other amenities in the new
building include a high-quality café that
will seat up to 150 people. A new Student
Hub will also be in the building.
Students and staff should expect some
disruption on campus while construction
is underway, according to Posa, including
noise and excess dust.
He said the university will be working
to reduce noise during exam times and
that parking on the campus wouldn’t
be affected. Meanwhile, the existing AF
building has been “decanted” and would
be refurbished during A1’s construction.
“You'll see where the perimeter fences are
in place now and they will be in place for
the whole duration, they won't really move
much from now on.”
The university’s planners are also quick to
point out that A1 will also become AUT’s
most environmentally sustainable building
once it opens.
According to the university, around 60
percent of water used in and around A1 will
come from rainwater harvesting and parts
of the building will be “super insulated”
beyond required building standards.
The building’s plans also call for a more
sustainable timber-based structure, rather

than concrete, that will be quieter to
construct, Posa said.
AUT Estate's communications manager
Lara Posa said the new building would be
part of a sustainability plan to offer North
Campus students a “greener” proposition.
“The North Campus is quite a different
proposition to the City Campus — it's a lot
greener, it's a lot leafier. Our sustainability
team has looked at an overarching kind of
sustainability plan,” she said.
Posa said the university had looked at
ideas like creating a “bird highway”
habitat corridor to encourage native
birds to return to the campus area. She
said on-campus orchards could also help
provide sustainable food for universityowned cafs.

“The university’s difficult decision to
delay construction of the A1 building at
North Campus helped manage the initial
impact, yet does not address the needs of
the students and staff at that campus,” he
said at the time in the university’s annual
report.
“Covid has again exposed the systemic
underfunding of the tertiary sector, and
the inherent risks associated with its heavy
reliance on international student revenue.”
International student numbers had fallen
significantly across all universities after
New Zealand’s borders closed in March
2020.

As part of its redevelopment plans, AUT
is also currently in the process of moving
out of its leased space in the WT building,
otherwise known as “AUT Tower”.
The A1 project had been delayed for 18
months due to funding uncertainty and
work on the project had recommenced
after a “lengthy retendering process”,
according to AUT.
In 2020, then-AUT chancellor John
Maasland said the deferral of the A1
project had helped the university manage
the initial impact of lost revenue from
international students.
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Piko Café to scale
down services

By David Williams (he/him)
Staff and students at City Campus will no
longer be able to visit Piko Café as AUT’s
hospitality school has decided to close it to
protect their students against exposure to
Covid-19.
The associate head of the hospitality
and tourism school, John Kelly, says he is
saddened by the closure.
“I think we have lost a little of the soul of
the school.”
Piko was a space where AUT staff and
students, and the public could dine on the
food the culinary students had created. The
café also acted as a training restaurant for
the students.
“After the first lockdown, we (the school)
had to do some creative thinking as to how
we were going to overcome not having a
realistic work environment in terms of our
two training restaurants,” says Kelly.

Piko was closed during the Level 3
lockdown last year. As a result, staff
rewrote the curriculum to ensure
students could still learn while minimising
disruption. When Piko was able to open,
AUT’s hospitality services ran the café
instead with limited success as the City
Campus remained quiet.
To reduce further disruption to hospitality
students and to mitigate risk of Covid-19
from unvaccinated members of the
public, the school has decided to limit the
operations of the café.
Piko is now closed to the general public,
but still acts as a place for students to
learn café and general front of house
skills. While Piko2Go will continue to run,
staff and students must sign up to a
mailing list which shares what food is on
offer and when it is open.

Kelly is very disappointed by recent
developments, saying “It seems a real
shame that we don’t have that buzz again
that we had pre-Covid.”
The school has stated plans are underway
for simulated events under controlled
environments where students will prepare
food.
“There are dates which have been
identified where the restaurant will be open
for an event. Tickets will be sold, and these
events will be promoted,” Kelly adds.

Auckland is the

City in the World

You guys are
just mean.
By Liam Hansen (he/him)

Having been doomed to the outskirts
of Waitākere since birth, my sad ol’ city
slicker heart has gone through hell (AKA
Swanson) and back throughout the Delta
lockdown with my silly little walks confined
to leg-killing uphill driveways and roadside
gutters filled with smashed Heineken
bottles. For all the cramps and emotions
lockdown gave me, it also provided me
with a newfound love for this beautiful,
vibrant, not-quite-small city I have the
privilege to live to the side of. The local
musicians and artists dotted throughout
the place are stunning. The food - I didn’t
realise there was good food in this
city until we went into level 3! I’m
never eating at another fucking
Tank again! From Te Arai to
Bombay (they count, right? Google
Maps says so), each corner here
has something about it to discover
and fall in love with.

What is Auckland's culture?
Sailboats? International musicians?
Sprawling city streets and quaint little
suburbs? It’s pretty hard to say, because
there’s too much to contain in one
paragraph. Anything and everything is
available. K' Road overwhelms me with
creativity every time I get up there, Mount
Eden and Kingsland are paving the way
in great food and coffee, whilst a twenty
minute drive north-west will take you to
the never ending land of wineries that
is Kumeū. I don’t even like wine, but fuck
are vineyards comforting. And the music!
Much of the best hip-hop we have to offer
is coming from the south, and 95bFM
has cemented itself as the only good
radio station in the country. Also, stop
pretending you dislike the Shore. At least
not Devonport.

The Beaches & Natural Beauty:
Good news, nature-y types! You don’t
need to go to Queenstown for a pretty
view. Once again, our strong point is the
variety. I spent half my childhood watching
the live music at Te Henga/Bethells Beach
(is that still going? If not, please bring it
back!), but there’s also the cityside beauty
of Takapuna and Mission Bay (ice cream,
baby!) and several teeny getaways. The
various bushwalks my parents dragged
eight year old me on paid off. Greenery is
awesome.

Walking Through a Work in
Progress:
I remember walking through town for
the first time in months last December.
The seemingly dead Skyworld was going
back under construction. Real Groovy
was bustling with hipster teenagers and
nostalgic dads. The new Queen Street
Maccas was admittedly less charming, but
way less gross as well. Tāmaki Makaurau
is still running up on a down escalator.
New buildings are being opened weekly,
and for all its flaws you can’t deny that
Auckland Transport is trying to improve.
We’re becoming a city built for people,
businesses, tourists, anyone. I can’t wait
for the day when the renovations are over,
because Auckland will be unstoppable in
its final form.

Auckland is the

City in the World

You guys are
delusional.

Shortly before the Delta lockdown, I had
the privilege to do a wee tour of that
other place in NZ. The Mouth Island?
The Soft Eye Land? There’s some neat
stuff down there! A dog statue by a lake!
Who would’ve thought? Unfortunately,
I followed up that lovely trip with three
and a half months stuck in Auckland. I
have become so sick of this godforsaken
region that I consider home. It’s not just the
traffic, the bland CBD, or the underfunded
everything excluding the public transport
system that’s somehow still shit. It’s the
vibes. Fuck these vibes. Tell me, why are
we one of the most expensive cities in the
world? I could be in Rome, Berlin, or Cork
for less! Why can’t I be in Cork?!

Where is Auckland's culture?

The Beaches & Natural Beauty:

Please point me in the right direction.
Somewhere that isn’t the art gallery.
When the biggest draw for me staying
here is the prayer that all of my tickets for
international gigs won’t be delayed by
Miss Rona, you know I’m desperate. Every
funky mural or piece of street art seems
to exist solely to be covered up 20 hours
later, whereas I could walk down a random
Pōneke street and find some of the coolest
shit I’ve ever seen. At the moment my best
bet is to piss off to The Fringe District (please
just stop) and sip on a burnt, eight dollar
flat white. I cannot walk down a central
city street without feeling judged by richer
students for not dressing cool enough, and
my ears are still ringing from the car radios
out west. And don’t point me to the North
Shore. At least not Devonport. Torn up
town, my ass.

Fuck sand. Anakin was right.

Efficiency:
Think back to when you were a kid. Walking
through town with your parents. Skyworld
was still open and it wasn’t shit. Walking
to Real Groovy wasn’t a lung killer. The
central Queen Street Maccas was weirdly
big. Fun times, right? Other than the
construction. And the public transport. And
the traffic. And - holy shit guys, this is it!
The point of the article! Tāmaki Makaurau
has been glitzing itself up for my entire life.
One day this will be open, and one day
that will be ready. It feels like we’ve been
constantly running around trying to find the
next thing to fix whilst completely ignoring
the core issues plaguing this city. No
matter how many shiny coats of paint we
place over formerly affordable suburbs,
it won’t affect the actual people who are
struggling to afford their rent or food, or
missing work because of public transport.
I can’t wait for the day the renovations
are over, but even if it isn’t too little, it’ll
probably be too late.
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F**k Gender,
I’m Tired
By Petra Shotwell (she/they) | Illustrated by Yi Jong (she/they)

Note: Names have been changed to
ensure anonymity.
I truly think my mind exists in a utopian
reality. Sometimes I genuinely forget that
the world doesn’t consist only of queer
people. Sometimes I forget that people
wholeheartedly, fervidly, and rather
questionably believe in the gender binary. I
quite like that place in my mind; it’s a much
more comfortable, happy environment to
reside in. We all wear whatever sequin,
plaid, or (gawd forbid) camo we’d like,
we behave the way we are instinctively
inclined to behave, and we love whoever
it is that gives us the twisty tummies and
tingles. Serenity. We got it.
Then I’m brought abruptly back to reality:
the children's clothing aisles in The
Warehouse are still distinctly blue and pink
(flowers on one side and Spider-Man
on the other); an old person
compliments my short
haircut (“not many
ladies can
pull that

off, well done dear!”); nurses misgender
my partner, even though he just had top
surgery and they’re literally changing the
bandages on his non-tittied, designernippled, boy chest. It’s rough here in the
real world.
And guess what? We’re all in this one
together. This isn’t just an issue for theydies
and gentlethems – it's not just for us
queer folk. Even (and perhaps especially)
your bog-standard, fish-holding,
steakand3vege, hegemonic man is harmed
by the gender binary. Dear reader, if you
aren’t already aware, the gender binary is
a nightmare for us all.
Masculinity and femininity are pretty
complex to unpack, but what is most
relevant here is how, particularly in western
society, masculinity and femininity are so
closely tied to gender. In the queer world,
the gender binary is a known and obvious
problem, and most of us quite like to steer
clear of it.
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“Don’t sit like this, don’t talk like
this, don’t hug your friends, don’t
eat this, don’t enjoy this” – men
are expected to tick so many
boxes in order to reach ‘real man’
status, and the results of that are
toxic masculinity, horrendous
rates of male suicide, and my own
preconceived ‘fish-holding man’
judgement.
It’s incredibly common to spill outside the lines of your gendered
box, or simply chuck your box out entirely. In the rest of society
(that is, the straight world), it tends to be rather shocking when
someone is less/more stereotypically masculine/feminine than
what is deemed appropriate based on their gender. Despite
their sexuality or identity, those people will be questioned and,
subconsciously (or sometimes quite outwardly and aggressively)
deemed as ‘other.’ The truth is, we all exist somewhere on a
spectrum, and we all have a big, sexy melting pot of masculine
and feminine traits.
For example, I am a woman, and (while this shit can’t actually
be quantified) I’d put myself at around 65% feminine and 35%
masculine. Luke (he/him), the token straight, cisgender man of
this study, describes his masculinity as something that regularly
fluctuates depending on a variety of external elements, but it
usually looks like this:
masculine_____|____________feminine.
Gabe (he/him) is a transgender man who describes himself as ‘a
very camp man’. Zach (he/him), a cisgender, gay man, puts himself
at around 60:40, explaining that he's mostly perceived as a feminine
man, however he still aligns himself primarily as masculine. Kelly
(she/her), like yours truly, identifies as a mostly-woman pansexual,
and describes her position on the masculinity-femininity spectrum as
‘anywhere and everywhere, depending on the day.’
We all do gender differently, but the point is: we all do gender.
Our masculinities and femininities come out and shine at different
times depending on our feelings and surroundings. The issue
with the gender binary is that it tricks us into thinking that that's
not okay. Kelly describes the binary as a constant reminder
that everything in life needs to align with one of those two
extremes, and while sometimes there’s room for people to
exist in the middle, it doesn’t allow for any flexibility. In her
view, the binary is harmful because it forces us to choose:

“being multifaceted, ever-changing humans should be an option
available to everyone.” In a similar notion, Gabe expresses that
people from all walks of life deserve, and have the capacity, to be
whoever they are, but that they are limited by normative gender
roles.
Gender roles are an intrinsic element of this conversation. The
binary itself is perpetuated through the everyday normalisation
of gender roles – today, we may think we’ve got it all figured out,
but still we’re impressed when women are tradies, and there’s
still shock when men choose to be stay-at-home dads. Gender
roles, expectations, and stereotypes surround us constantly; we
can’t escape them. One of the communities most affected is, in
fact, cisgender men. Women may have constant unattainable
beauty standards to live up to, along with an abundance of other
traumatic bullshit, but men have the monstrosity that is the ‘be a
real man’ dilemma. Gabe discusses this issue in depth, focusing
on the rigid restrictions to self-expression which teach men what
is expected of them. “Don’t sit like this, don’t talk like this, don’t hug
your friends, don’t eat this, don’t enjoy this” – men are expected
to tick so many boxes in order to reach ‘real man’ status, and the
results of that are toxic masculinity, horrendous rates of male
suicide, and my own preconceived ‘fish-holding man’ judgement.
Kelly also touches on this, many men throughout the generations
haven't been in an environment where they feel safe discussing
their disconnection from their assigned gender, or their comfort
in spilling outside the box of their expected masculinity. Gender
fluidity exists within these social circles, but it isn’t discussed
because it’s still a subject which doesn’t quite fit into the
conversations of blokes. If, however, we did a little magical
transportation into my utopian brain world, this wouldn’t be an
issue. No gender = no criteria for how well we are doing gender =
no unattainable standard of manhood or womanhood = everyone
gets to just exist in their natural fluidity and contentment.

As much as the gender binary is a harmful construct
which I’d like to light aflame or dismantle with my
bare hands, there are ways in which it has proven to
be a helpful tool. For example, Luke likes to think
of the gender binary as more of a masculinity/
femininity spectrum. He describes this spectrum
as something which has been both really helpful,
as well as a hindrance, in his own journey in
understanding his masculinity and who he is “at
the moment”.
‘At the moment’ has a nice ring to it. See, at this moment, I’m
feeling genderless entirely. Tomorrow, however, my womanhood
might completely overflow my gender box. The point is,
masculinity, femininity, and by extension, gender, are points on a
spectrum, and each of us are placed on that spectrum and are
moving constantly.
Similarly, Gabe illustrates the usefulness of the gender binary in
learning how to comfortably navigate the world as a transgender
man. He says that having the language of ‘trans’ and ‘man’ have
helped him to identify himself and describe his experience to
others. “The dream would be to eradicate it all”, he says, “but
that’s not the reality of the world we live in.” If the binary was
eradicated, Gabe wouldn’t have had to come out, or transition
into manhood – he simply would have existed as he was, without
the obstacle of being assigned a specific category at birth.
However, because of the gender binary and the persistence of
gender roles, that was his experience. For Gabe and many other
transgender people, the gender binary simultaneously causes
their dysphoria, and is their only means to describe who they
really are.
While Gabe has the tools to describe who he is (a man), society
still enforces its unyielding restrictions. “I want to be socially
perceived as a man, but as a queer man,” he says, “but because
I don’t pass very well, I don’t feel free to dress and act as
flamboyantly as I’d like, for fear of being misgendered.” It’s a scary
gender paradox. Society has given Gabe the tools to express
himself as the man that he is, but he still isn’t allowed (by society)
to be anything other than what a man is supposed to be. Gabe
is a man, campy attire and behaviour included. But the gender
binary tells him that the only way to ‘pass’ is to conform. It’s a
never-ending, paradoxical game of restricted self-expression –
what an absolute socially constructed fuck-up.
While the binary can be a useful tool, we only need that
tool because of the binary. I know that’s confusing.

For Gabe and many other
transgender people, the gender
binary simultaneously causes their
dysphoria, and is their only means
to describe who they really are.
Makes sense though, right? To that I say: dismantle the binary!
Destroy the patriarchy! Be queer, do crimes!
Just kidding, don’t do crimes. Do, however, rethink your existence
a little bit. Are you who you are because that’s just you? Or is it
because you’ve been told that’s how you should be? None of us
can really answer that question, it’s just food for thought.
Every single one of us would be better off without the toxicity of
the gender binary. It’s certainly most important for those whose
gender is entirely different to the one they were given at birth,
but it’s a much bigger issue than that. The binary forces us each
into rigid, prescriptive, and, quite frankly, boring categories. While
I can’t foresee a world without gender any time soon, I can see
society moving a little bit further away from the stereotypes – we
all might have to just put in some extra mahi.
Ponder this: if the gender binary didn’t exist, if we all just had
whatever genitals we have and no one used them to rigidly
categorise us, who would you be? I imagine that just like in my
brain utopia, clothes would be for everyone, words would be for
everyone, everyone would do whatever job they wanted without
it being a big deal. We wouldn’t be split by gender anymore. We
wouldn’t be labelled as cisgender, transgender, nonbinary (etc.);
we wouldn’t be categorised as masculine of feminine – and if we
were, it wouldn’t be judged based on our genitalia. We would all
just be. Imagine.
Next time you meet someone new, ask what their pronouns are
(regardless of what they look like, or how you perceive their
behaviour); next time you see a person wearing a pretty skirt,
compliment it (don’t check first whether you think that person
should be wearing it); next time you go shopping, look in all the
sections, not just the one that was made for you; next time you’re
invited to a gender reveal party, smile, wave, tell them to rename
it as a ‘genital reveal party’, then tell them to get fucked.
Come along, defy space, time and reality with me and enter my
brain utopia. Maybe we can bring a little bit of it back to the
real world with us.
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To Share or Not To Share
By Stella Roper (they/she)
In a world where online media has a tight grasp on the general public, the unfortunate popularity of ‘fake news’ follows close behind. By
now we’re all familiar with this term, popularised by former TV show host (and American President) Donald Trump. Whether you realise
it or not, you’ve likely faced information with ‘alternate truths’ yourself! It can be difficult to steer through the seas of scams and phishing
(not the tasty kind), but do you think you’re up for the challenge?
@dodofrenzy

FATE A:
Damn, you just got Jerry SCAMMED! But not only Jerry, also his baby fur seal loving Grandma, who decided to pitch in some money
that would otherwise go to her insulin payments. (She lives in America. It is expensive.) She donated to the fund after being inspired
by Jerry’s post and his donation towards it. Who knows who else was also impacted by your choices on Jerry's behalf? So yeah, nice
one. Reeeal smart guy over here. That’s what you get for donating money to an organisation you didn’t bother to research (as well as
the silent treatment from one side of your family for a few months).

FATE B:
After Jerry reposted the baby fur seal fund on Blobstagram, a number of people followed suit and the ‘SAVE the Baby Fur Seals
with Chapped Lips!’ fund was everywhere on social media! Jerry felt like such an influencer and decided to go further with his
eco-warrior-pro-moistened-lip-baby-fur-seal escapade. Merchandise! Fundraisers! Minimalist, colour coordinated infographics!
Jerry was building an empire. However, after a week of building the movement from the ground up, it was crushed by the attack of
‘judgemental-SJW-mind-readers’ (or maybe they were just ordinary Blobstagram users who actually researched the very sketchy
history of the organisation running the baby fur seal fundraiser… Jerry couldn’t be sure, he didn’t bother to look into it). Jerry faced
heavy backlash and was #cancelled. “Maybe Fleepbook is the new Blobstagram?” Jerry pondered.

FATE C:
Jerry wakes from a long sleep filled with robot influencers and fur seal overlords, which actually turned out to be a seven-daylong coma! After the moment of bewilderment as he realises he’s basically slept through a week, he checks his Blobstagram feed
and notices that the ‘SAVE the Baby Fur Seals with Chapped Lips!’ fund was proven fake and scammed thousands. “Wowza!” Jerry
mutters to himself, “It was a good thing that I never got involved with that stuff.” It also turns out that his post exposing the lack of
transparency within the organisation went viral and probably prevented some people from being scammed too! It seems like Jerry
survived social media for today.

Although this piece has been light hearted
so far, online scams pose a genuine threat
to many people's livelihoods. A survey
held in 2020 showed that 60 percent of
16 to 24-year-olds in the UK had recently
used social media for information about
the coronavirus, and 59 percent had come
across fake news on the subject.¹
Over 95,000 people reported losing
money to social media fraud in 2021, and
imagine how many more grandparents
are left unaware of the underlying malice
driving their purchases!² These scams
total close to a billion dollars ($770 million)
in reported loss per year, which in turn
makes up over a quarter of all reported
fraudulent loss.³

the ease of setting up charity-based
scams means more youth and elderly are
being robbed. Charity scamming is run by
people making credible-looking charity
sites and creating fake donation schemes
(as demonstrated by poor Jerry), in which
the account is the intermediary between
social media users and legit charities. The
funds acquired go to places that aren’t
just the charity, if at all.
What can you do to be better prepared in
the face of false information?
Your answer is literally one Google away,
simply:
Re-search before you Re-post!

Even though investment-and-romance
scams con individuals out of more money,

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1111783/coronavirus-news-sources-by-age-group-uk/
2 https://www.govtech.com/security/ftc-report-social-media-scams-are-becoming-more-common#:~:text=More%20than%20
95%2C000%20people%20in,Their%20losses%20totaled%20%24770%20million
3 ibid
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Tauiwi Solidarity
in Aotearoa

By Vivien Whyte (she/her)

When it comes to race relations in Aotearoa, it’s easy to forget
the relationship between tauiwi and tangata whenua. How often
do we think about how tauiwi fit into the ongoing colonisation of
Aotearoa? And what, if any, responsibilities do we have in order to
be allies to Māori?

A key turning point in my own whakaaro was listening to someone
else describe Te Tiriti as our immigration document. It allows us
to be here and, therefore, by simply being here you become a
partner to that treaty. More importantly, this gives us a mandate
to take action.

The perceived binary of Pākehā and Māori relations is something
I’ve considered at length when it comes to my cultural identity
in Aotearoa. The relationship between colonised and coloniser,
and what that means when you are the daughter of a Chinese/
Indonesian migrant mother and a third-generation Sāmoan/
fifth-generation Scottish father. This is a family of people who
immigrated to Aotearoa never realising Te Tiriti o Waitangi was,
essentially, their immigration document - all of whom assimilated
into a very Pākehā New Zealand.

Our families immigrated to a very Pākehā New Zealand. That
in and of itself is an infringement on Māori sovereignty. By
assimilating into the very same systems that alienate Indigenous
peoples, we are investing in settler colonialism.

Partnership
Throwing it back to 2020, diasporic Asian communities around
the world mobilised to act in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter
movement. During the height of this, my Instagram feed was filled
with little powerpoints about the model minority myth, racism
within our Asian communities, and “How to talk to your parents
about BLM and why they should care”.
Around this time, I tried having more conversations with migrant
adults and 1.5/2nd generation peers in my life, trying to get them
to consider the colonial histories and racial politics specific to us
in Aotearoa. I was confronted, face to face, with the things we
as migrants/children of migrants might not think about when it
comes to living here.
Most prevalent was the model minority mindset and how
this manifests itself into racism within our own communities.
Although many could understand the systematic persecution
of Black people in the U.S., there was a massive preconception
that colonisation was a thing of the past. Even those who
accepted that colonisation continues to this day saw tauiwi as
more gatecrashers than partners to the colonised-coloniser
relationship. So, as a consequence, many didn’t know where they
fit when it comes to supporting tino rangatiratanga.

The volatility of swinging between pesky excess labour and
welcome model-immigrants is done on Pākehā terms. As we
desperately try to establish ourselves in Pākehā New Zealand,
we risk establishing a new multicultural New Zealand which
fails to recognise that we’re trying to lay our roots in stolen land.
Ahistorical multiculturalism threatens to describe Māori as one
of the many minorities living in New Zealand, which may further
undermine their status as tangata whenua of Aotearoa enough to
allow society to further downplay their claims for justice.
Bouncing off the late Moana Jackson’s likening
of colonisation to replacing one house
with another, the way I see it, we’re
living in someone’s house and
they’re getting
abused.

The foundations of their house are being attacked and muddy
shoes are trampling over the beds. Wouldn’t any normal person
stand up for them?

Among them are the Undesirable Hawkers Prevention Bill,
Immigration Restriction Act 1920, and Undesirable Immigrants
Exclusion Act 1919.

History 102: Tauiwi in Aotearoa
Another turning point in my whakaaro was learning about
the tauiwi history our schools never talked about. This is
where a history of racism and discrimination ties tauiwi to the
consequences of colonialism. As an Asian woman, learning about
the history of injustice between Asians and New Zealand society
helped me cement my ideas around inequitable societies and, by
extension, allyship and solidarity.

Our grandparents’ lifetimes saw government-sanctioned racism
in the form of the Dawn Raids. Our parents’ generation saw
Winston Peters campaigns against growing immigration which
echoed yellow peril and Asian invasion rhetoric. Even small events
in our lifetimes are perfect illustrations of how no one benefits
from a society where inequity and racism exist. I remember my
mum complaining about the Labour Party insinuating that the
housing crisis was caused by Chinese people based on how many
Chinese-sounding last names were buying Auckland houses. And
if you’re the child of a migrant, you probably grew up with the
feeling that to be a Kiwi is to leave your own culture and language
at the school gate.

Just over a decade after the signing of the Treaty (and thus the
start of masses of Treaty breaches), the people of Nelson set up
an anti-Chinese committee despite the fact that there wasn’t a
single Chinese person in the district. In the 1880s they were joined
by other groups such as the White Race League and the AntiAsiatic League.
The legendary Chinese Poll Tax, under the Chinese Immigrants
Act of 1881, aimed to tax and restrict migration from
China. It wasn’t waived until 1934,
nor repealed until 1944.
Since then, time and time
again, the New Zealand
government passed
bills that actively
discriminated
against tauiwi.

Although New Zealand’s biggest problem with racism isn’t
towards immigrants, delving into our shared history can also help
us find where we fit into society in Aotearoa. In doing so, we can
explore what supporting tino rangatiratanga and honouring Te
Tiriti means to us. It sets the stage for how we can work together
to fight colonialism and racism, and all benefit from the pursuit of
decolonisation.
I’d like to end with an acknowledgement of the people I’ve
met, talked with, and learnt from in the activist group ‘Asians
Supporting Tino Rangatiratanga’. Thank you. Their unknowing
influence on this article, let alone my life, cannot be understated.
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What's On
Vegan Food Festival
Where?
Corban Estate Arts Centre, Henderson
When?
April 24
What?
Indulge in sensational sweet & savoury vegan dishes from local street
food heroes and pop up legends. When you need a break from the food,
take a stroll through the eco marketplace filled with sustainable and
ethically made goods, then round out your day with some great
speakers and entertainment!
Cost?
$15

Paintvine
Where?
Various city centre locations
When?
Now - 26th April
What?
Paint and wine! These social painting classes will run you through
step-by-step instructions on how to create your own masterpiece plus food and drinks available too.
Cost?
$45

Thursdays I’m In Love
Where?
Tuning Fork, CBD
When?
April 21
What?
Thursdays I'm In Love is The Tuning Fork's way of celebrating
New Zealand's music scene. This month three artists will take the stage:
Samara Alofa, SKILAA, and Leaping Tiger!
Cost?
$10

Cheap Eats
What?
Not your usual What’s On entry but we thought we’d let you in on
our favourite apps that will get you a phat discount as our tummies
start enjoying the easing of covid restrictions. Our best picks? Treat
NZ, Foodprint, and First Table!
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A Retreat to Creativity:
field notes from a
biology student
By Lucia Hu (she/her)

Lucia illustrates how she reconciled her everyday routine as a
marine sciences post-grad student with a yearning for creativity.
Long gone are the unprecedented days of lockdown in Aotearoa.
We are no longer confined at home browsing Netflix till the
silhouette of your frame permanently imprints itself on the
couch. As society today revs up its gears to ‘normal life’, soaring
community cases mean most of us are still working, studying, or
even volunteering, from home. Day by day, we are swept into an
accustomed regime, exasperated by a monotonous environment
we call home. As a research student, the general day-to-day
wrings dry my creative mentality
– don’t get me wrong, I love
science. But necessity being
the mother of invention
means after a long week in
the biology labs, I find myself
repeatedly tuning out to seek
creativity.
When you hear about
researchers, analysts, or
business people, we often
don’t associate these careers
with creative practices. But
from my observations, NZ's
Covid lockdown has acted as
a catalyst that brought more
people (or fewer people) from
every walk of life to delve into their creative hobbies.
My friends around me, whose backgrounds involved accounting,
finance, law and construction, respectively took up furniture
up-cycling, start-up streaming, professional cake baking, and
gardening. I can’t deny that their works inspired me to also tread
firmly on the road to retrieve my creativity.
I believe every human being possesses an innovative stance.
Yet are we really expressing it to its full potential? A couple
of searches entered within databases on the role of creative
practices with science came to no avail. What about the topic
of creative interventions for Covid-induced mental disorders?

You guessed it, the results were prolific. Studies have shown
that expressive art therapy is a coping method for patients
hospitalised with Covid. It enhanced how individuals perceived
their physical, social, and mental wellbeing, at the same time
reducing the sense of depression and anxiety.¹ The creative
process of art is unrestricted, meaning an individual can express
complex ideas in a self-reflective manner. Ultimately, practicing
self-compassion and self-care are both known to enhance life
satisfaction.² If creativity is a way to overcome for Covid patients,
then indeed, if you are stuck in a mind rut because of your dreary
career, creativity is your way out.
Seriously though, stop paying for
those therapy apps. Start small;
how about first changing up
your home environment to suit
work and study whilst pursuing
your creative indulgences - music,
art, writing - anything you fancy.
Or go big. Seek creative passages
with the people and community
around you. Yes, it’s doable on
Zoom or Microsoft teams. Believe
me, I tried. Like the rabbit in
wonderland, my creative passages
often lead me down voids in
the form of sketches; the action
phase then arises and, finally,
manifestation. Forgive my mind
spew, let me clear it up. My sister and I recently designed
and then built an alcove storage bench for all our board games
(special shoutout to our two generous friends reading this). It now
fits right in a nook by the window at our flat. So who said creativity
is only brushes and paper? It comes in the form of circular saws
and pocket-hole drills too. Now, stop wasting time, launch into
that long-awaited project and unleash your creative capabilities
- with the added bonus of leveling up on a new skill or two in
between.

Finally, you might wonder if my journey ended up with me
retrieving my creativity. I did. Only to discover - although a tad
rusty - I can still achieve something with the semi-solidified
paints and sagging canvas. Acknowledging that yes, I do still love
painting and apparently also gardening, cooking, and furniture
making. So what if there’s a rampaging covid pandemic? Get
inspired by the people around you; learn a new hobby or two,
and by all means even dust off that bucket list you created years
ago. Whether you come from a background that does not strictly
embrace creativity or not, dial it down, put on some sick beats,
and allow yourself to retreat: to creativity.
It is liberating.

1 Improving wellbeing for COVID-19 patients at Umm Salal Isolation and Recovery Facility through expressive drawing (Art Therapy): A Service/Quality Improvement Initiative.
Shillitoe, S., Al-Anzi, N., Gharib, R., Gueddes, A., Ragbheer, S., & Morris, B. D. (2022).
2 Art therapy in the time of COVID-19. Braus, M., & Morton, B. (2020).
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Cops and Robbers:

Chasing the Heat
By Nam Woon Kim (he/him)

Spoilers for Heat
Cops and robbers, fewer binaries are
easier to grasp on the silver screen. The
man with the badge, the good guy. The
man with the mask, the bad guy. At a
glance, Heat is the quintessential cops and
robbers movie but by giving this binary
new life, it has become my definitive
American crime thriller. By examining how
it embraces and rejects this dynamic in
equal parts, we can explore how and why.
(Honourable mention to Sidney Lumet’s
12 Angry Men, the only ninety minutes I’m
comfortable spending in a room full of
angry white dudes, and the iconic be gay,
do crimes based-on-a-true-story that is
Dog Day Afternoon.)
Let’s first get this out of the way. Two iconic
actors set the stage here: Vincent Hanna
played by Al Pacino and Neil McCauley
played by Robert De Niro. Hanna, a police
lieutenant who’s the best at what he does
and McCauley, a professional thief who’s
also the best at what he does. A showdown
between these two on paper is already a
compelling proposition, and to be sure,
their performances are incredible, but it’s
the material they’re given which makes
Heat truly special. Sitting on opposite sides
of the law, one must fall as per convention.
One does, but it’s not so straight forward
as the timeless saying may suggest, ‘crime
doesn’t pay’.
Crime doesn’t pay, it’s a comforting
sentiment that’s echoed across the
genre. For many stories, this is where the
message begins and ends - as a simple
moral fable - but not in Heat, even if
Hanna successfully hunts down McCauley.

Air planes fly overhead as McCauley
spends his final moments by a runway,
Hanna grabbing onto his hand. Deep
strings from Moby’s ‘God Moving over
the Face of the Waters’ plays us out as
the credits roll. There is no sense of moral
victory here. There is catharsis, but it’s not
in the way we expect. Why is that?
Aaron Biggersm, in a rare, quality
Letterboxd review puts it best: every
michael mann movie is about loving your
homies, but because your men, the only
way you can show it is by shooting bullets
at your enemies
Heat takes the hypermasculinity which
defines the crime genre, and America
itself, to its end result. The mythical herocop that does not rest and the master
criminal that cannot be pinned down
collide as both chase the heat, the action.
That is all they can do because that is all
they are allowed to be in the world of Heat
- our world. They found their calling, and
they cannot imagine doing anything else
at the sacrifice of lasting connections and
a sense of belonging.
When the two characters finally meet
halfway through the story, they establish
that an “ordinary life” is not for them.
Settling, settling down, and stillness is
the real enemy, not each other. Hanna
and McCauley may be the best at what
they do, but this leaves them strikingly
alone. Neon cities and lonely people are a
timeless combo and few movies capture
the neon, city, and lonely people as well as
Heat does. Through the lens of McCauley
and Hanna, we experience this miserable
existence.

Thus, Heat is about two men on two sides
of the same coin, a common juxtaposition
that is able to tread fresh ground here by
being masterfully committed to creating
an anti-power fantasy. I will never tire
of seeing anti-power fantasies, and it is
especially compelling here.
The cliché of the loose cannon that
could solve all the crimes if only the
rules weren’t in the way may not be as
prominent anymore, but it goes deeper
than that when stories of police create
an image that amounts to no more than
propaganda. Cops and robbers stories,
and police stories as a whole, not only
relish in power fantasies, they are the

ultimate power fantasy. The day is always
saved, and the crimes are always solved.
In the US context at least, studies show
that police neither prevent crime, nor do
they solve it. ¹
Among the narrative threads Heat
sets up and pays off, it’s worth noting
that McCauley is the one to catch the
conventional ‘bad guys’ in the end,
dishing out what would be framed as
vigilante justice in any other movie to two
characters which represent opposite ends
of the villain spectrum as far as crime
stories go: one, a wandering serial killer
and the other, a wealthy, white collar
criminal. Instead, tidying up these loose-

ends becomes the downfall of McCauley
who misses his window to escape.
As a proxy for good and bad, the story of
the law enforcer and lawbreaker teaches
us what is right and wrong from a young
age. Heat takes this same approach to
reach a conclusion we’re trained to expect,
but not in the way we expect it to subvert
the endless cat and mouse game cops
and robbers play.

1 https://novaramedia.com/2021/04/29/do-the-police-actually-solve-crime/
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TE PŌ
By Briar Pomana (she/her)

Te Pō and te ao. Briar Pomana recounts the pain only felt when
a loved one passes on. Leaving those behind to band together
in their grief. Loss and togetherness. Living and dead. These
binaries are inextricably tangled in the dance of life.
The night my aunty slipped off, I woke up just before my mum
came into my room. Her distant murmurings in the dark are what
did it. I was always taught to answer calls that come in at night
because, often, they’re the most important. I could faintly make
out Mum liaising marae plans. I knew what sort of conversation
was unfolding. I waited with closed eyes and my head heavy on
my triangle pillow. I wriggled my toes to prove to myself I wasn’t
dreaming. The murmuring stopped and silence returned to our
inner-city apartment. Mum sat for a while in the silence too, not
a whisper or a single punctuated breath escaped her. She finally
slinked into bed with me and I could tell by the way she lay and
cried into my shoulder that it was someone close we’d lost.
We washed our faces and prepared ourselves for what was to
come. Mum was taking and making calls all the way out to my
cousin's house in South Auckland which, at three in the morning,
was a reasonably fast trip from Mt Eden. It was her mother, my
mum’s sister who had gone from us. It was sudden and shocking,
like diving into the shallow end of a public swimming pool. The
thing that kept recurring in these calls were the exclamations of
disbelief, followed by questions - so many questions - all of which,
impossible to answer. Mum was determined to be the one to tell
my cousin. We always joked that my older cousin, who is the first
daughter of my aunty, is really my mum’s favourite child. They
spent a lot of time together and everyone agrees that because of
the bond they share, it should be Mum that delivered the blow.

As we made our way out to my cousin's house I wished we
would just stay on the motorway and keep driving forever. The
writer in me kept replaying the scene in my head over and over
again. The news we were bringing with us was not something
you ever wanted to force feed someone. Especially not before
breakfast. Just before we’d left the house, Mum had called my
other cousin who then travelled with us convoy style to be with our
whanaunga. We were all wary of what would happen or would
not happen next, and all Mum reassured us with was, “I need you
both to be there for your cousin.” It’s an explicitly adult Māori thing
to be the kaitiaki for grief in such an earth rumbling way. To be the
vessel of this pain and somehow bring with you what joy you can
find in your car's glove box or the pockets of that old jacket that
you wear on haerenga like these.

The wails crashed into each
other and I looked down as to
not let my own tears burn my
cheeks. I’d rather they fall and
pool gracefully at my feet, at
least then I could dive in and
hide a little while longer.
When we arrived, the moon was hidden behind dark heavy
clouds. It made me think of the vulnerability that exists within
darkness and grief - and it was both of these things that we had
strapped onto our backs and were shuffling forward with towards
my cousin’s front porch light. I wondered what moon phase we
were in and if that, somehow, was what we could blame this
tragedy on. Getting caught in the illumination was confronting
as I looked around at our mini ope in our home clothes and frizzy
bed hair. I could hear her muffled screams before I was able
to re-adjust my eyes to her dim bedroom light. She ran to my
mum before anyone else and they fell into each other. There’s
something about the tangi of wāhine Māori that punctures us all.
Like those times when the electricity of your kuia calling to each
other spark something else inside of you and you can’t help but
plug in also. The wails crashed into each other and I looked down
as to not let my own tears burn my cheeks. I’d rather they fall and
pool gracefully at my feet, at least then I could dive in and hide a
little while longer. My cousin's partner sat down next to me and
we took turns stroking each other's backs - trying our best not to
fall asleep and never wake up.

The silence returned to us as we sat and exchanged hā. As
tangihanga always do, they come to us when it's the coldest.
When you’re the poorest and when you’ve got no bloody clean
undies left. We picked out photos we would take with us back to
the marae and shared plans of doing a couple loads of washing
each and then hitting the road together shortly afterwards. It’s a
considerably long journey back home, but being urban Māori, we
feat the distance regularly and don’t mind the chats in between
small towns. This trip was different though, not only because of
our state as whānau pani, but also because of the precious cargo
we were bringing with us.
We were submerged in fog the entire way back to the marae.
It wrapped itself around our cars like a nanny would a blanket.
As the hours dragged on, we didn’t listen to music nor did we
talk much except for the occasional “I still can’t believe it.” I kept
thinking of all the life my aunty had left to live. She had planned
the year before to take the train around the South Island with
her mother, our nanny, and I couldn’t help but paint them in
turtlenecks and winter coats slung over their knees, sipping
mulled wine with a snowy landscape shooting past their luxurious
carriage windows. Without her, that vision seemed too dull. Like a
postcard that had been set alight. My mood board of the two of
them withered away into ash.
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When we reached the first roundabout in Taupō, we stopped for
bathroom breaks and hot drinks. As soon as I saw my cousin get
out of the car I pretty much flew into her pocket. Stuck like a pāua
I accompanied her, as all wāhine tend to do, to the wharepaku.
She washed her hands and then her face, red and tender from
her current stream of tears. I looked at her as she looked at
herself in the graffiti etched gas station mirror and started to
attribute each of her facial features to her mother and then to
our matriarchal line. I caught a glimpse of myself in the reflection
of a hand dryer and did the same. We bought something out
of courtesy and the woman at the till wished us a lovely day.
I wanted to leap across the counter and throttle her. I had to
remind myself that of course, this woman would not know that
today and the days following would be some of the worst of my
cousin’s life.
On the Napier Taupō road, the fog returned in greater force
than before. I imagined patupaiarehe dancing alongside us and
started to frighten myself. Mum always jokes that the bush along
this highway is littered with them. Whether she is joking or not, my
eyes never left their treeline. The small village before our marae
usually takes a blink of an eye to enter and leave, but this time we
were disoriented by the darkness we found ourselves in. It is not
our tikanga to arrive at night and Mum was angry at us for taking
so long during the day. There are no streetlights in Kahungunu
country and my cousin’s car was one headlight down, so much of
what was seen five metres ahead was accounted for, but the rest
of the road was largely left up to our imaginations and memories.
I was squinting in the emptiness, trying to make out the shapes,
houses or trees of familiarity. I thought we had passed our nanny’s
little blue coloured marae that sits just under a hill over three
times and was confused when we saw it disappear a fourth time.
Our signal was shot and every so often, when we would get high
enough, it would return and a flood of messages would burst
through our inboxes.

After what seemed like
hours, we turned a corner and
I could see the urupā our papa and
other aunty are buried in. We all exhaled a sigh
of relief at the fact we weren’t being kidnapped by fairy people
and doomed to an eternal journey in Rarohenga. There was in fact
going to be light at the end of those country roads. As we passed
the urupā, we all blew kisses out to our family. We asked them to
help guide our aunty so that she may transition smoothly. I couldn’t
help but think of my papa with his two daughters reunited. I tried
to fight them but felt those pesky tears welling again as I imagined
them sitting together at Nanny’s old dinner table in Nūhaka,
enjoying a hot lamb roast with peas swimming in butter and all the
trimmings to accompany them. I think about how happy my aunty
must be sitting there with her dad, her little sister, and the pēpi she
lost all those years ago. In my head, they are doing what they do
best. Which is having a kai, having a laugh, and catching up on all
their nieces, nephews and mokopuna, some of whom they never
got to meet in te ao mārama. The radio, which had previously
been playing Dua Lipa’s 'Future Nostalgia', glitched and my cousin
and I looked at each other, mutually agreeing that it was our papa
growling at us for taking so long and being ‘those’ city cousins
showing up to a tangi in the dark.

One thing about our papa kaīnga is that our whenua is mostly
made of thick heavy clay. In the winter months, the clay is
incredibly rich but also like a sludge swamp. So when we finally
pulled up in front of the marae gates we were like amateurs on
ice, slipping and sliding around trying to grab our bags and shake
the last remaining crumbs of that bag of chips off our winter
jackets. The marae had its porch light on and I could see some
family inside whilst others rushed to put their shoes on. I looked up
to the moon which was fully visible in the crisp Rakaipaaka air and
helped Mum with our bags and blankets, careful not to drop them
in the clay. The sound of our roller bags atop the concrete ātea
seemed obnoxiously loud, as if we were trying to wake the entire
village. My cousin found her younger brother in the marae car
park and they pressed themselves into each other's frames. We all
watched on, leaving them to fit like a horribly dampened puzzle.
We shivered for some time as we pushed back the hair that was
stuck to our wet faces.

Moving together we made our way to the mahau of the marae. I
got there first and while balancing a backpack on one shoulder
and a mink blanket under the other armpit, l held the door of
the whare wide open, fighting the weather slamming it shut.The
scene of a family - our family - struck us each with the eyes of our
winter grief, meeting all those who entered and stood on. We took
turns kneeling beside her. Some caressing her cold cheeks, others
letting their feet fall asleep as they sat against the back wall of the
whare. In essence, this was all that we had left to do as our puhi
lay on the stage. She looked as though she had dozed off one
afternoon in front of the fire after a cup of tea and a few nibbles
at a sausage roll. That night and for the nights following, my aunty
rested, surrounded by her whakapapa and all those who share it.
In those moments, for the last time, my aunty was both within us
as well as beside us. Her death, a beautiful reminder of ourselves
and the stories that matter.
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Kōtare
By Briar Pomana (she/her)

Following the loss expressed in ‘Te Pō’, Kōtare offers peacefulness
against the backdrop of grief. Together, these pieces encapsulate
the notion that light exists in darkness. Like night and day, we
cannot have one without the other.
When I died, I awoke as a Kōtare
My family often return as birds
I suddenly recognise the street below me as
my own.
Perched on this wire in the sky, I can see all
the way to my moana in Mahia.
I am calling out to the rising sun that still
lazily sleeps.
Maranga mai, maranga mai, maranga mai.
The glow of a bedside lamp makes out the
figures I love.
They sit on beds and lean against their
bedroom doorways.
I make a fuss, flying closer and landing on
their windowsill
If they could look out and see me, they’d
know, he kaitiaki tonu ahau.

I am calling to them but their sobs drown me
out.
Mātakitaki mai, mātakitaki mai, mātakitaki
mai.
I watch on, flitting about as they take a picture
down from the mantle.
I see their fingers trace my face as their tears
absorb the glass’s dust.
They close their eyes and I reappear in the
darkness.
I soar there with my father, my sister and my
baby by my side.
I am calling to them with all my strength from
te pō and this time they hear me.
Karanga mai, karanga mai, karanga mai.
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